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programming (LIP). Considerable ingenuity is sometimes required to pose a problem in LIP format. But once a problem is modeled in this way, solution strategies are automatically available from standard theory, and algorithmic alternatives can be structured and compared against a common frame of reference.
Some heuristic or approximate strategies for hard combinatorial problems are also structured around column generation or rounding or similar LIP-based notions (at least as a first step in generating good starting solutions). However, many of the most effective, including greedy and local search schemes (see for example [13, Chapter 71) have no close ties to the LIP format. As a result these procedures tend to be very problem-specific, and thus difficult to compare or extend to new models. This paper introduces a new combinatorial structure we call a paroid that has the potential to remedy these difficulties by providing a purely combinatorial canonical format in which discrete problems can be "naturally'9 modeled, and in which notions of combinatorial search can be studied and compared. Instead of variables and linear constraints, paroids manipulate finite sets of objects restricted by an extension of standard matroid theory (see for example, [17] ). As with LIP approaches, some ingenuity is required to pose optimization problems in the paroid context, but once this has been accomplished, quite general algorithmic ideas are available.
In the development below we first define paroids and their a: ;ociated optimization problems, then investigate the nature of paroid models. WC offer as exemplars fairly natural paroid optimization formulations for seven c:sssical combinatorial problems: k-matroid intersection, matching, traveling salesman, vertex packing, satisfiability, graph partitioning, and knapsack. Then a structural hierarchy of paroids is introduced and many of the seven models are seen to fall in the easiest class. Finally, we extend standard matroid theory with natural notions of paroid duals and minors, and investigate invariances over 3ur classes.
The companion [ 141, and [ 161 test the usefulness of the paroid format as a ground environment by investigating generic search algorithms for paroid optimization. A new paroid search is seen to simultaneously generalize the famous Lin-Kernighan 1121 heuristic for traveling salesman, the greedy algorithm for independence systems [5] , a PLS-complete heuristic for vertex packing [7] , and an optimal algorithm for 2-matroid intersection [2] .
Preliminaries and definitions

I. I. Paroids
The underlying structure of every paroid is a matroid. A matroid M i (E, Ca) is a combinatorial structure defined over a finite ground set of elements E, and # is a nonempty collection of subsets of E with the following conditions:
(Ml) If IE# and I'cI, then I'E~; (142) if I,&$ and III= 11'l+ 1, then there exists an element e~b\jB' such that J'\_J (p; e$.
The members of @ are called independent sets. Let the set of bcrses of a matroid, denoted 33, be the collection of maximal independent sets BE &. Given a subset A c E, we define the rank of A, rank(A), to be the cardinality of the maximal independent subsets of A. By axiom (M2), the rank of all maximal independent sets is the same; in particular, all sets in @ have the same cardinality.
A subset of E not in ,a is called a dependent set. A minimal dependent subset C z E (C \e c S for every e E C) is called a circuit. Given a base BE 88 and an element e E E \ B, there exists a unique circuit C(e, B) c B IJ (e), called thefundamental circuit of e, in the base B.
A paroid is defined over a matroid and a partition of the ground set of the matroid. Formally, a paroid P is a triplet (E, Ca,l7) such that:
(Pl) (EJ?) is a matroid with ground set E and family of independent sets @; (P2) ns (4, n,, . . ..l$) is a partition of E (i.e., Uip,, Hi=E, ninIZj=0 for i#j).
The sets ni E 61 are called parity sets because their elements have like parity in the sense of being all in or all out of solutions. Specifically, the collection of paroid inaependent sets (denoted 9) consists of the members of $ expressible as the union of whole parity sets in J7. That is, Bg{IE@: Uinl=O or Hi for all I7iEn).
Similarly paroid bases are maximal independent sets of @ satisfying parity, that is, members of 83 f7 9. The rank function of a paroid will be taken to be the rank function of the underlying matroid (size of a maximal independent subset).
Clearly, paroids have similar algorithmic properties to those for matroids. In matroid optimization it is usually crucial to assume that testing independence (membership in Ca) can be done in polynomial time. Given such an oracle for membership in Ca, and the partition n, it would be straightforward to add parity checks to obtain a polynomial time oracle for membership in 9. We shall be interested throughout in paroids where independence in a paroid (membership in 9) can be tested in polynomial time.
Two natural optimization problems that arise from the paroid structure are to find a maximum weight paroid independent set (PI), or alternatively, a maximum weight paroid base (PB). We think of weights wi being associated with every parity set Hi E n, although it is equivalent to have weights Wi/lQl on every element e E ni. A useful weight function, considering only parity sets completely included in a subset of the ground set, can be defined as w(I) k En, G I Wj. Using this function, the two optimization problems can be stated PI max(w(I): ZE@), PB max(w(l): kmw).
Clearly, these two problems are closely related. In 1161, we showed that PI polynomially reduces to PB by extending the ground set of a paroid with a set of elements S (in singleton parity sets) called slack elements. Then, any paroid independent set (1~ 9) can be extended to a paroid base (IU JE ~313 (I 9) by adding a subset of the slack elements (Jc S). Conversely, we showed that PB polynomially reduces to PI by increasing the weight of all parity sets by a large enough constant.
The literature already exists of k-matroid parity problems, especially the k = 2 case known as matroid parity [9] . These problems are a less-general version of PI; in [ 1 i] and [3] , parity sets have at most k elements; in [9] , they have exactly k elements. In both cases, k is (at least implicitly) taken as constant. We shall see in formulations below that the added flexibility of Q, not limited to constant size, aids in modeling. Also, the considerable theoretical interest that has surrounded the special matroid parity case suggests the more general PI and PB may also be worthy of investigation.
Formulations
One of the most important criteria for a canonical combinatorial environment is that reductions of classical models be direct, and "natural". In this section we show the formulation of seven classical models as a paroid optimization (PI or PB). The models are k-matroid intersection (k-MI), matching (MATCH), traveling salesman problem (TSP), vertex packins (VP), satisfiability (SAT), graph partitioning (GP), and knapsack (KS).
I. k-matroid intersection and matching
One of the most general matroid optimization problems is the k-matroid intersection problem. Let Mt k (E, #,), M2 g(E, S 2 ) , . . . , Mk k (E, &) be k matroids over the same ground set E (p = 1 El) with weights wi on every element ei E E. In addition to the usual assumptions about representability and polynomial independence testing we are making about all matroids of this paper, we will limit attention to IM,,M,, .=.s Mk representable over a common field. The problem k-MI is to find I* ES, n l --n gk such that:
It is well solved [ 101 for k = 2, but is NP-hard [4] for k 13.
To obtain a PI formulation of k-MI over a paroid Ps (E', W, l7), we create for every ei E E a parity set Ui k {e:, ef, . . . ,ef} of k elements. Set ni has weight Wi. Then E's Ui l7i is the ground set of the paroid. For j = 1, . . . , k, let #i be the set of independent sets of Mj , now over the elements {e{: i = 1, . . . ,p> . Then, 4'2 (I,UI2U***UI~: $E$j, j=l,...,k).
Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between parity sets Ri ED and elements eiEE, every feasible solution in one problem corresponds to one in the other with the same objective function value. The structure Mk (Et,@') is known in the literature as the direct sum of MI, M2, . . . , Mk. It is well known that if each underlying matroid Mi of a direct sum is representable over a field, so is the direct sum over the same field. Similarly, if testing independence in each underlying matroid takes polynomial time, so does the direct sum (see for example [I7]).
Another problem that can be formulated as PI with constant size parity sets is the matching problem. A matching on an undirected graph G k (V, lE) is a subset of edges IE'c IE with at most one edge of lE ' incident to any vertex in V. Given weights wij on every edge (i,j) E IE of the graph, we can define the problem MATCH of finding the maximum weight matching.
To produce a PI formulation on paroid Pk (E, Ca, l7) a parity set nU E n was created for each (i,j) E IE with weight wij. Each I70 has two elements (e&e;, associated with the i and j ends of the edge, respectively. A set 1~ E is independent if and only if it contains at most one element from those associated edges incident to each vertex.
Traveling salesman problem
Given a complete graph G k (V, lE) and weights wii on the edges of the graph, the traveling salesman problem (TSP) is to find a minimum weight spanning cycle or tour. That is, the problem seeks a minimum weight set of edges IE 'C IE such that IE ' is degree two in every vertex and connected (i.e., no subtours).
The TSP will be formulated as a paroid base problem PB. To adjust to the maximize format of PB, the weight on I70 is -wij. We have parity sets UU k (e;, e$ eii) for each edge of the graph. As with MATCH, we form a partition matroid on $ and ei elements with the maximum degree-two requirements I1n ((Uti,j)EE ei) U (Utj,i)Er 8,))152 for all iEn/.
To avoid subtours we introduce an extension of a graphic matroid, called the l-forest matroid, on remaining elements eii. The notion of this matroid was first introduced by Held and Karp [6] , where a set (subset of edges of a graph) is independent if and only if the set is a forest (cycle free) or it contains at most one cycle.
The direct sum of the partition matroid on {ei, ei : (i, j) E IE ) and the lforest matroid on (eU: (i, j)E lE> is a matroid on the paroid ground set Eg U . . {ef., e$ eu}. The TSP problem and PB problem are equivalent since every pa%lrbaL will correspond to a coiiection of edges that forms a spanning l-tree with degree two at every vertex. Note that the PB rather than the PI form is required so that the solution will be connected and the optimal solution for ~$0 is not empty.
Vertex packing and satisfiability
Given a graph G g (V, lE) and weights Wi on vertices ie V, the vertex packing problem (VP) is to find the maximum weight subset V 'c_ V such that no two vertices of V ' are joined by an edge of IE. We may formulate VP as a paroid optimization problem PI over the same ground set E g Uti,j)E IE {e;, ei} used in matching, with separate elements for the i and j ends of edge (i, j). This time, however, parity sets are associated with vertices. Specifically ZZi fi (eb: (i, j) E IE ) U (eii: (j, i) E E ) with weight Wi for all id/. Note that this partition has parity sets with size equal to the degree of i, and thus not bounded by any fixed k.
The required notion of independence for the underlying matroid (E, #) is a partition matroid with a set IE & if and only if (Zn(e~,e~)l<l for all (i,j)dE.
(1)
Parity will assure that whenever a vertex i is selected, all the corresponding e; and e$ are in the solution I. Another problem that can be formulated as PI where the size of the parity sets depend on the input is satisfiability. Satisfiability is the classic problem in propositional logic posed over Boolean variables Q k { ql, q2, . . . , qn} to be assigned values of true or false. A clause C' in these variables is a proposition consisting of a disjunction of variables and negations of variables. For example, C j 2 { ql, &, q9} is a clause requiring q1 or q9 or the negation of q7 to be true. The SAT problem is to either find or show there exist no truth assignment for qje Q such that all clauses in a collection C A {C ', G ', . . . , C"'} are true.
To obtain a PI formulation we define parity sets for each qj and its negation gj: njkf?jU {i?;: QjEC'>, fij k ej U {i$: qj E C']. That is, parity set ZZj contains a special element ej together with another element for each clause in which the jth variable appears in the negative. Set nj is analogous for qj. Notice that as with vertex packing the size of parity sets changes with the data.
Using ground set E k (Uj l7j) U <Uj nj), we enforce constraints of SAT with a partition matroid imposing two forms of limit on independent sets Z (representing truth assignments of the Boolean variables):
for all j= 1, . . ..n.
[Zn {e+: qjEci)i + IZn {ej: qjEC'}I 5 lc'l-1 for all i= l,...,m. (3) Constraints (2) merely require that at most one of ej or cj can be in the solution.
If exactly one appears, parity will assure that exactly one of the corresponding flj and Z?j is present. But then, since the membership of fij (respectively nj> includes elements wherever negative Qj (respectively qj) appears in a clause, a "fail to be true" element will be charged against each appropriate limit (3). The latter constraints thus assure that not all members of a clause can fail to be true in this way, i.e., that the clause is satisfied. The only remaining issue is to make (2) hold as equality for every variable. We accomplish this by assigning unit weights to each parity set and maximizing. There is a way to simultaneously satisfy all clauses in C if and only if the optimal solution value is n.
Graph partitioning
A general description of the graph partitioning problem over a graph G k (V, E) with weights w,+O associated with every eij E IE is to partition the vertices into a subset no larger (cardinality of the subset) than a given constant so as to minimize the total weight of the edges in the cut between subsets. A simpler version GP, which still contains the more general statement above, is that of finding a minimal weight partition of a given complete graph (with In/l even) into two subsets of equal numbers of vertices (see [S] ).
Proceeding from the nonnegative minimization format of GP, we model the problem as a paroid base optimization probiem FB. Parity sets are of three distinct types.
@{e/:
l7$ {eu} for all (i,j)E E; n$ {Z$,Zj} for all (i,j)E IE.
The first group {ni) has one set per vertex i, each containing an element for all sdjacent vertices and an additional element ei. When present in a solution, I& indicates that vertex i belongs to the first of the two vertex subsets in the partition. Weights on l7i are all zero. Parity sets Q and irii are defined on edges, with the first having weight -wii and the second zero. Set 17U is the singleton eii indicating edge (i,j) as part of the cut. Each nU contains two "complement" elements e,! and ej to members of e/E. Ti and ei E D", respectively. If i& is in a solution, then both i and j are part of the second vertex subset of the partition.
These parity sets are interrelated in a paroid by the union of a graphic matroid on all elements except Uienl ej and a partition matroid on Ui,=v ei. The graphic matroid is defined on the graph G' formed as the union of components for each (i, j) E IE that have the form:
The partition matroid enforces Correctness of the formulation follows from the observation that any component of this graph G' has four possible bases that will satisfy parity. First, if e/ and ej form the spanning tree of the component, then in GP, vertices i and j are both in the first vertex set and the cost wii is not applied. if both e/ and ei are out of the spanning tree, it will be necessary that both elements e/ and 6$ be the spanning tree, indicating i and j are both in the second vertex set. Again the weight is not incurred, Finally, if e/ is in the solution, but not ei, i is in vertex set o?e, and j is in vertex set two. Then eij must be included to form a spanning tree as required to show (i, j) is in the cut and weight wi;' will be incurred. The partition matroid and the requiremen\ of having a base will guarantee that each side has IV1 /2 vertices.
Knapsack
The knapsack problem KS is 'EL ai z one-row integer program where (ai: i= 1 , . . . , n) and b are positive integers with aiS b for all i. Although we are using the equality format of knapsack, an inequality version (I) can easily be transformed to KS by adding slack variables.
Knapsack is more difficult to formulate as a paroid optimization problem than other models because it centers on integers ai and b rather than graphs or other discrete objects. We confront this difficulty by defining as objects of the ground set, elements a! representing each bit j present in the binary representation of ai. For an integer t let r(t) e {j: 2j appears in the binary representation of t). Then principal parity sets will be Hi k {a,& je T(ai)) with weights Wi. Clearly, placing I7i in or out of a solution corresponds to Xi = 1 and 0, respectively.
A set of such elements I corresponds to a feasible solution to the knapsack problem if where p 2 LlogZ bJ. What remains is to eliminate powers of 2 in this statement, and enforce it through a notion of independence in a matroid.
We proceed in the tedious but straightforward fashion of explicitly modeling binary arithmetic. To that end, define constants where dj = u j -dj.
Observe that u"sn0/2 and recursively, ukn'/2+n2/4, u2~n2/2+n'/4+noA, etc. Thus since nkn for every j, each u/ is also O(n). Accordingly, we define polynomially many parity sets 
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The three elements of each set n-is' comprise the two copies of each unit of dj in main constraints, and a third for the d'+ &= uj limit. Only two related elements in HA* are needed, one for its role in main orlstraints and one in &+ d'= ui. The observation that when I is a base in th_s partition, all the inequalities above will be satis? ' I~-as equalities, complecbs the PB formulation.
Classes 02 ;;saroids
Much of the ;ich theory of matroids derives from the fact that elegant special properties can be associated with identifiable structural classes such as graphic matroids, gammoids, etc. Paroids are formed by the interplay of a matroid and a partition of the ground set. To develop a classification of paroids, we focus on the structure of the interaction between parity sets of the partition and fundamental circuits of the matroid.
Specifically, motivated by a notion of Stallmann and Gabow's [15] work on matroid parity, we define the dependency graph DG(ni, B) in a paroid Pk (E,S,n), to be the bipartite graph induced by a base B of the underlying matroid of P (note BE 93, not necessarily a paroid brrse) and a parity set ni disjoint from B (i.e., nit7 B=0). Vertex sets of the graph are ni and B. There exists an edge (v, t() in the edge set IE if and only if u E C(v, B), i.e., u is an element of the fundamental circuit of v in B. Figure 1 gives an example for a paroid defined over the graphic matroid.
Dependency graphs provide a setting in which to consider the question of when and how the members of the parity set Hi can be exchanged for a like-cardinality set Fc B without losing independence (i.e., B \FU l7iE &). The idea of exchanging set of elements in and out of a base will allow us to proceed from base to base in a local exchange algorithm.
In the spirit of transversal matroids, define a transversal of a dependency graph It is sufficient to show that Hi \e and E'\ f are exchangeable, since recursively we can find another two elements, e'el7i \e and f 'E F\ f, where (e', f ') corresponds to an edge in DG(Hi, B) by the same argument given above. But this follows by definition which implies that l7i \e and F\ f form an exchange. 0
The converse of Theorem 2 does not always hold. For example the DG(n,, B) of Fig. 1, the set F= (b2, cl } forms a transversal under pairing (a,, bz), (a2, q) , yet the resulting B U l7, \ F is (a,, a,, b, } and not independent. This distinction leads to a first subclass of paroids. We term a paroid transversal-exchange if every transversal of every dependency graph corresponds to an exchange (i.e., preserves independence).
We will also be interested in two conceptually simpler classes of paroids. A paroid is termed acyclic over P 2 (E,&L7) if every dependency graph DG(Hi, B) of P is free of cycles. The paroid is separable if every vertex corresponding to an element of the base B in every dependency graph DG(ni, B), has a degree of at most one. That is, there is no fundamental circuit of the underlying matroid containing two elements of the same parity set. The name of the latter class is justified by our next proposition.
Theorem 3 (Components of a separable paroid). Consider a paroid Pg (E, S, l7)
such that for every ITi E I7 there exists B E 33 disjoint f\ om ITi. Then P is separable if and only if the underlying matroid A@= (E, &) separates into components El , . . . . Ek such that lITin Ejl 51 for every lIiEI7 and j= 1, . . . . k.
Proof. ( * )
Two elements of the ground set of a matroid belong to the same component if and only if there exists a circuit of the matroid containing both elements. By contradiction, assume that there exists a subset I~'E lYIi with III'1 = m where m 2 2, such that all the elements of I7' belong to a circuit C. Let Ck IU I7', where IE&?. Given a base B disjoint from ni, it must be the case that C (ei, B) (I C(ej, B) = 0 for all ei, ej E I7' and ei # ej, since the paroid is separable. Moreover, there is at least one element j+ C(ei, B) such that f;: *I, since otherwise C(ei, B) E IU (ei} contradicting the fact that m 12. Having disjoint circuits implies that we can swap all l7' with a subset FE B such that a member of F is disjoint from I, which contradicts the fact that IU R' is dependent. ( = ) Again by contradiction, assume that the paroid is not separable. Thus there exists at least one dependency graph DG(I?i,B) with a vertex corresponding to an element f~ B having degree at least two. Let el, e2 E I7i, such that f e C(el, B) and f E C(e,, B). This implies that we can form two new bases B1 2 B U (el ) \ {f) and B2%Ui4)\{f}.
Note that B, =B2U{er}\{e2), which means that e2E C(e,,B2). Then, by definition of components of a matroid, both el and e2 must belong to the same component, yielding the contradiction. q
We can also show containment relationships among the three different paroid classes.
Theorem 4 (Separable is acyclic). Every separable paroid is acyclic.
Proof. Clearly, if one side of a bipartition of a bipartite graph has at mtist one edge incident to any vertex, then there cannot be any cycles in the graph. Thus every DG(ni,B) of a separable paroid is cycle free. 0
Theorem 5 (Acyclic is transversal-exchange). Every acyclic paroid is transversalexchange.
Proof. We proceed by showing a paroid that is not transversal-exchange is also not acyclic. Consider a nontransversal-exchange paroid Pk (E, S, ZT) and one of its (parity set, base) pairs (Hi,B) such that at least one transversal, say F, of the :orresponding dependency graph DG(I7i, B) does not result in an exchange (i.e., B\FUflies).
Since F is a transversal of DG(I7", B), there is a one-to-one mapping 8 : I7i --) F such that (e, O(e)) is an edge of DG(ni,B) (i.e., O(e) E C(e,B)) for every eE I7i. NOW the full sets l7i and F are taken SO that B U l7i \0(l7i) $ S. Because O(e) E C(e, B), matroid axioms assure singletons e E I7i have B U {e) \ O(e) E A Thus there is a minimal cardinality (at least 2) subset I7'c Z7i such that BU nl\ 0(W) t$# but BU IY\t?(n") E g for every IiYlK
We want to show the subgraph of DG(I7i, B) induced by vertices I7' and O(I7') contains a cycle so that paroid P is not acyclic. By definition, every e'E IT' is adjacent to O(e'). It must also be true that e' is adjacent to another f'~ e(n')\e'. This follows because minimality of l7' means B'%U (W\e')\(8(W)\tY(e')) is a base of the matroid. If C(e',B)n(e(L?')\O(e'))=0, then C(e',B)cB\, (O(nl)\f?(e')jc B', aid BUl7'\0(lI')=B'U {e') \tY(e')EA
The last contradicts the definition of n', so we may conclude there are at least two edges of our induced bipartite subgraph meeting every l7'. This implies that the number of edges in the subgraph is at least the number of vertices, and a cycle must be present. Cl Figure 2 shows both containment and where the seven models discussed in Section 2 fall in this classification. Interestingly most of the classic models we formulated belong to the simplest class -separable paroids. For instance, the k-matroid intersection paroid (k-MI) is over the union of k matroids with parity sets having exactly one element from each. Circuits of the full matroid will be contained in single components so that, at most, one element of a parity set can belong to any circuit. For MATCH and SAT, a similar phenomenon occurs because no two elements of a parity set belong to the same partition of the associated partition matroid. Since circuits of the matroid will be contained in single partitions, this again implies that the paroid is separable. For the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and vertex packing (VP) paroids, the underlying matroids can be separated by combining the observations noted above for k-MI and MATCH. Circuits of the underlying matroid contain at most one element of any parity set.
The graph partitioning problem (GP) has three different classes of parity sets to be considered. The parity sets l7i have a single element in the partition matroid aud PARBIDS TRANSVERSAL -EXCHANGE Fig. 2 . Classes of paroids. the remaining elements in different components of the graph-SO no two elements of the same parity set of this type can belong to the same circuit of the underlying matroid. The parity sets representing the edges, n,, have a unique element and are obviously separable.
The third type of parity sets, i&, representing the slack elements, is in the same component. These elements can produce a dependency graph DG(n& B) with the base P containing {e/, eii) (or {ej,ei}) such that e,! (or ej) will have degree two and eij degree one. This establishes that the GP paroid is not separable. Still the paroid is acyclic. To see this, note that only the vertices corresponding to e,! (or ej) and Z$ (or &$) in the dependency graph have degree two with the remaining two vertices having degree one. The only way a cycle could occur is by having parallel edges in the dependency graph, and this is impossible in the special structure of tire underlying graphs.
Finally the knapsack (KS) paroid is an example of a par::id that is transversalexchange but not acyclic. As in other models, there is no difficulty with some parity sets. Each element belongs to a different partition of the matroid. Cyclic cases arise with parity sets iT 4' and associated depzndency graphs DG(nAr, B) where I?hf e (~j,t,l,,-j,t,z,C;j.t,3). Elements cj.62 and @53 belong to the same partition of the underlying partition matroid, therefore they will both create circuits with every element of a base from that partition. The dependency graph will thus contain a cycle formed by @.r,z, ,-j.c; and any two such elements. Still, swapping zA'*~ and ej~*~3 for any two elements in the base of this partii'on preserves independency. Thus, every transversal set of the dependency graph will yield an exchange and the KS paroid is transversal-exchange.
Minors and duals are well known concepts in matroid theory which extend in a natural way to paroids. Recall that a minor M', of a matroid A& (E, Ca), is defintid via two operations called deletion and contraction. For XC_ E, minor M \X (denoting M delete X) has ground set E \X, and I c E \X is independent in M \X if and only if I is independent in M. (ii) I7' is the collection of sets ni', where n,'gni \(XU Y).
To show that the minor P' is also a paroid, it is sufficient to show that I7' is a partition of the ground set E', since (E ', &f ') is known to be a matroid. But this is obvious since sets Q'E J7' are disjoint, and
An immediate issue that arises from the above definition is whether the classes of paioids defined previously are closed under minor taking. That is, we may ask whether minors of paroids in a particular class themselves belong to the class. To begin, we consider a relation between dependency graphs. Proof. Let DG'(Q', B') and DG(ni, B) be as in the statement of the lemma. Clearly the vertex set of DG'(&', B') is a subset of the vertex set of DG (J7i, B) . Thus, we have only to show that if e E J7/ and f E B' are adjacent in DG'(J7;, B'), they are also adjacent in DG (J7i, B) .
Pick e E Q', f E B' adjacent in DG'(J7;, B') and define J'k Bf7 Y. Then the definition of dependency graphs implies B'U (e} \ {f } E #'. Furthermore, since J' is a subset of a maximal independent subset of Y, the definition of contractions leads to the conclusion that B'U J'E $ and (B'U (e} \ { f )) U J'E &L Noting that e, f $ J', we may regroup this observation as (B'U 5') U (PI \, {f 1 E 3.
If B'U J'= B, we are finished; eE J7i and f E B are adjacent in DG(J7iy B). If B'U J'C B, then by the second axiom of matroids, (B'U J') U (e} \ (f }, which has the same cardinality as B'U J', can be extended to a base of P by elements of B\((B'UJ')U{e)\{f))=B\(B'UJ').Thatis,BU{e)\(f)isabaseofBande is adjacent to f in DG(67,, B). 0
Although closure under minors does not extend to all transversal-exchange paroias (see [ 16] ), closure of the separable and acyclic classes of paroids follows immediately.
Theorem 7 (Closure under minor taking). Every minor of a separable paroid is a separable paroid, and every minor of an acyclic paroid is acyclic.
Proof. By Lemma 6, the structures of dependency graphs far these classes are obviously transmitted to their subgraphs. 0
For matroid MA (E, Ca) with base set 3, the dual matroid M* k (ES S *) is the matroid over the same ground set that has independent sets It is a well-known result of matroid theory that the dual of a matroid is also a matroid.
We define a structure P* k (E, ta*, l7) to be the dual of a paroid PA (E, J?, l7), if (E, # *) is the dual of the matroid (E, S). It is clear that the dual of a paroid is also a paroid because ground and parity sets are preserved. As with minors, we may ask whether the various classes of paroids are closed under duality.
Theorem 8 (Duality and separability). The dual of a separable paroid is separable.
Proof. Since the ground ret and the partition of the dual paroid are identical to the original paroid, it is enough to show that if I7i intersects every component of a matroid in at most one element, it also intersects every component of the dual in at most one element. But this follows from Theorem 3 and from the well-known result in matroid theory that the components of a matroid coincide with the components of the dual matroid (see [17] ). q Closure under duality does not extend to either the acyclic or transversal-exchange classes of paroids (see [ 161).
Paroids and their underlying matroids
Each paroid P k (E, L?, l7) is defined by a matroid Mg (~5, c;;') and a ground set partition n. In general, replacing &? by a new partition Z7' yields a paroid with quite different properties, even if the underlying matroid remains fixed, We conclude our investigation of paroid structure by considering cases where a paroid's classification is invariant to such changes in H. Specifically, we are interested in how the underlying matroid must be restricted if a transversal-exchange paroid results for every partition of the ground set into parity sets.
One well-studied special class of matroids are those termed strongly base orderable. Such matroids have the property that for every two bases B1, B+ SZI, there exists a one-to-one onto mapping 6 : B2 --) B1 such that for any A E B2, B, UA \&A)E 93, where 6(A) denotes UaEA &a). Among the well-known subclasses of matroids known to be strongly base orderable are gammoids, transversal matroids and partition matroids (see [17] ). Thinking of A as a parity set added to base B1 in obtaining B2 gives the following result.
Theorem 9 (Paroids and strongly base orderable matroids). A matroid M f (E, g), which yields a transversal-exchange paroid P f (E, ~2, ll) for every partition A! of the ground set E, is strongly base orderable.
Proof. Pick any tyvo bases &,&E 33 from the collection of bases of the given matroid MA (E, Ca). Since Bt and B2 are bases, B, \B2 is an exchange of the dependency graph DG (& \Bi,B,) . By Theorem 2, B, \B2 is then also a transversal of that dependency graph, and there is a pairing of elements e E B2 \Bt , fd3, \B2 such that Bt U (e} \ {f} E 88 for every pair (e,f).
Define 6 : B2 + B, to take ftz B2 \B, to the e paired with f, and f E B2 n B, to itself. Given any subset A c B2, there is a paroid on E with one of its parity sets equal to IIi'A\B,.
In that paroid, S(ni) =&(A \ B1) is a transversal of DG (Hi, B1) . Thus under the hypothesis of the theorem, it is also an exchange, i.e.,
B,UI7i\s(I7i)=B,U(A\B,)\&(A\B,)=BUA\6(A)ES.
This is exactly what is required for strongly base orderable matroids. Cl
The converse of Theorem 9 is false. In [16] we show an example of a transversal matroid (strongly base orderable) and an associated partition of the ground set which fails to be a transversal-exchange paroid. We can, however, show a partial converse. for given integers bi. Let n define the parity sets of the paroid and, without loss of generality, we can assume that each parity set is independent in the partition matroid.
Pick a base B of the matroid, a parity set n@7, and a transversal Fc B of DG(Q B). Defining Hji "Hj (I Ei and F;: AFn Ei, it is sufficient to show that I(llJn;\&)nEil Sbi for i= l,...,n.
This will be true if fJ$ = 151_ Consider eE .Mj and f E F to be two paired elements in the matching which must exist between adjacent elements of Hj and F. Notice f E C(e, B), which can only happen if both e, f E Ei. Therefore every element eE Hj has its corresponding f E&, and the theorem follows. El
Algorithmic unifications
Our motivation for introducing paroids was to provide a purely combinatorial canonical format within which generic nonexact algorithms could be designed and understood. Thus, an important measure of the merit of the paroid structure is to demonstrate that such algorithms can be generically understood with the aid of the paroid format.
To that end we introduced in [14] a generic local optimization procedure operating in the paroid context under the name paroid search. Briefly, paroid search starts from a feasible solution (paroid base) given in the input. Neighboring matroid bases (not necessarily paroid bases) are generated by adding whole parity sets and deleting a subset of elements in the current solution such that the exchange yields a new matroid base. An expansion step forms a list of possible exchanges of this form, and then a pruning step reduces the list to manageable size.
The most straightforward rule for pruning active solutions in paroid search is to keep only the single partial solution with best objective function value. We term this rule weight pruning.
Interestingly, we establish in [14] that even this simple pruning rule is still rich enough to make paroid search meet some important theoretical standards for completeness. In particular, for implementations of paroid search with weight pruning l the procedure is PLS-complete 171, meaning essentially that it is as general as any efficient neighborhood search; l there exists a weight function such that any feasible solution can be reached from any given starting paroid base; l worst-case ratios are obtained. The major validation of the unifying character of paroid search in 114,161 is the demonstration that several problem-specific algorithms for well-known discrete optimization problems can be viewed as realizations of paroid search. 0 Monotonic swap [7] is a local search heuristic that proceeds by sequentially adding vertices to a current packing solution and deleting current members as necessary to restore feasibility. Paroid search recovers this algorithm on the PB formulation of VP when pruning is by weight.
l Greedy heuristics for independence system -_c, are well known. The natural greedy algorithm in paroid optimization models is to add whole parity sets to an initially empty solution, taking parity sets in nonincreasing weight order, and skipping over any that destroy independence. Paroid search with weight pruning exactly executes this heuristic on he first neighborhood search if started from an all-slack solution.
Later neighborhood searches may strictly improve on the solution obtained.
0 Lin- Kernighan [12] is perhaps the best known and most widely used algorithm for the traveling salesman problem (TSP). The algorithm begins with a feasible solution and alternately deletes an edge in the current tour and adds a new one, taking care that the resulting partial solution is closable to a new tour. We mimic this algorithm in paroid search by introducing a notion of close pruning wherein the partial solution nearest to feasible is the only one retained after pruning. With close pruning on the PB model of TSP, paroid search yields exactly an implementation of the Lin-Kernighan algorith,m.
l Mat&d intersection is one of the polynomially solvable problems we investigated. The primal algorithms of Brezovec, Cornuejols and Clover [2] operate by alternately adding elements to improve weight and deleting ones to restore independence in the two matroids. A notion of dominance pruning leads to a paroid search version of this algorithm. The principle of dominance pruning is that partial solutions are indexed by degree of violation of parity requirements, and only one best-weight solution is pursued for any index.
Since different pruning schemes are used in these unifications, paroid search is not strictly a common algorithm. However, it is as generic as branch and bound with the latter's alternative bounding and branching rules.
Discussion
As we explained in the introduction, our purpose in studying a new paroid structure is to provide a purely combinatorial environment in which to pose and understand combinatorial search algorithms -especially heuristics. Problems PI and PB are obviously NP-hard because we have shown how such classic hard problems as traveling salesman reduce/formulate over paroids. In principle, nearly any other NP-hard model could have served as well as a candidate canonical environment; the lesson of modern complexity theory is that hard problems are, in some sense, formally equivalent.
To decide whether paroids are the right choice, one must look to elusive, but important issues such as naturalness and elegance. The formulations of Section 2 at least begin a case for naturalness. For example, major entities of the problems being modeled are maintained in the paroid formulations. As to elegance, long experience in mathematics shows that the conceptual frameworks most likely to give real insight are those with a structural elegance that leads to a rich theory. We suspect the richness of linear algebra has much to do with the proven value of linear programming as a background format. The simr '?ar clegancc of matroid theory and the fact that 2-matroid parity unifies polynomial combinatorial optimization are what first drew us to look for a combinatorial setting rooted there. Although it is only a beginning, we believe the theory of Sections 3-5 establishes that paroids share much of the theoretical depth of their matroid antecedents and pose new issues as well.
